
OVERVIEW
DFuze Net brings the power of DFuze Explosives Intelligence Management to more 
desktops by providing secure web based connections to your central DFuze database.

DFuze Net is a web browser based application that allows users to add, view, update 
and attach the important data that is necessary to the immediate data collection and re-
trieval needs of the anti-terrorism community.  Data, images, video and documents are 
be added, viewed or edited from any intranet, internet or network enabled PC.

FEATURES
DFuze Net has been developed as a result of close consultation with terrorism experts 
across the globe and includes a large number of features that will enhance workfl ow, 
productivity, sharing and mobility of data and will help operatives gain greater insights 
into the growing problems posed by terrorism at local and global levels.  DFuze Net features include:

COLLECT, STORE, EDIT & SHARE
DFuze Net allows unlimited, realtime data input and sharing, from remote or offi ce.
The application is a proven framework for creating media rich data records relating to terrorist ac-
tivities.  Newly created records are instantly saved on the Enterprise server and can be accessed 
and edited by other DFuze Net or Enterprise users.  The pre-defi ned databases help operatives 
organise their intelligence include Main Incident, Groups, Persons Involved, Bomb Vehicle, Bomb 
Letter/Parcel, Bomb Pipe, Detonators, Explosives, Ordnance, Power Source, Initiation System, 
Components, CBRN, Firearms, Investigative Assistance, Render Safe Proceedure, Media, Press 
Clippings and Press Clippings Media.  Authorized Users have  access to all available content that 
has been cleared for sharing

MEDIA RICH
Commonly used media fi les such as mpg, wav, jpg and gif are fully supported by 
DFuze Net and are viewed within the application using the application’s own media 
player and image viewer.  All other regularly used fi les such as word processing 
and spreadsheet fi les are viewed using 3rd party application that may be installed 
on the computer.        

RETRIEVE
The system boasts two powerful search tools that give rapid 
access to data and media.  Quick Search will search across 
all databases for a search term and the more advanced            
Super Search will retrieve hits from selected fi elds using    
multiple criteria.    

BUILD INTELLIGENCE 
Records are easily linked together to help build a picture of an incident or terrorist organisation.  For 

example, images of detonator fragments recovered from a incident can be linked to a terrorist group and explosives records 
for easy retreival and viewing at a later date.

TRANSLATIONS
DFuze Net supports a wide range of languages and the database and fi eld labels are translated with just a few clicks.
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SECURITY
DFuze Net offers the same high security standards as DFuze Enterprise 
Edition.  DFuze Net utilizes SSL encription, providing a secure communica-
tion between your web browser and the DFuze backend.  Industry standard 
128bit encryption ensures all data being sent to and from DFuze Net is 
encrypted and secure.

ADJUSTABLE IMAGE QUALITY
DFuze Net operatives can select low, medium or high image quality to suit 
to the bandwidth available.

QUALITY CONTROL AND DISSEMINATION TOOLS
Each record details a compliance checking tool which allows users with 
the appropriate rights to mark a record as compliant.  All records can be 
marked by users with the Forward Locking tools as Clear, Do Not Print, Do 
Not Forward, or Do Not Print or Forward.

REFERENCE LIBRARY
A media rich library to store all common open source pictures and data.
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INTEGRATION WITH DFUZE ENTERPRISE EDITION
DFuze Net settings are adminstered 
by the parent DFuze Enterprize 
software.  

Settings include:
User Create/Delete & Pass-
words
Access rights including read, 
write, edit, compliance and print.
Audit reports detailing user 
logins, record access and       
printing.
Translations for database 
names, fi eld labels and buttons.
Pick list values.
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BENEFITS 

NO INSTALLATION - LOW START UP COST
DFuze Net operates within 
Microsoft’s Internet Explorer 
6.0  Web Browser and 
keeps installation and 
maintenance processes 
to a minimum.

NO INSTALLATION 
SECURE MOBILITY
The application can run 
on any PC which has 
access to the Enterprise 
Dfuze Server and thus if 
the internet is the chosen 
form of connection then the 
Dfuze Net operator can access 
the SSL secured data via any in-
ternet ready computer.  Operational 
benefi ts of this mobility include hot desk-
ing and the ability to grant access to external 
organisations.

HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
Realize effi cient and productive work 

with intelligence collation, report-
ing and dissemination, powerful 

imaging, media playback and       
document management fa-

cilities all just a few clicks 
away.

RAPID INTELLIGENCE RETRIEVAL
A combination of SQL 
Server technology and 
optimized networking         
ensures un-paralleled 
data retrieval. 

GREATER INSIGHTS
Through advanced techniques 

DFuze Net will help your intelli-
gence team gain greater insights 

into complex situations.

IMPROVED SHARING
Easily and securely share intelligence between   
departments and with other national or international 
agencies.
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